
Roulette is an easy game to understand, and it’s 
even easier to play. The object is simple: predict 
which number, color or group of numbers the ball 
will fall into.
The roulette wheel color scheme is red, black 
and green. In American roulette, there are 18 
red spaces, 18 black spaces and two green spaces. 
In single zero—and European—roulette, there 
is just one green space.

	 38	NUMBERS,

ONE	LITTLE	BALL

If you or someone you know needs information on how 
to deal with a gambling problem, visit paysbig.com/responsible 

or call the Wisconsin Council on Problem Gambling 24-hour 
helpline toll-free at 1-800-426-2535. Potawatomi Bingo Casino 

encourages you to gamble responsibly.

 MAKE	A	SURE	BET—KNOW	YOUR	LIMIT.
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MANAGEMENT	RESERVES	THE	RIGHT	TO	MAKE	ANY	CHANGES	TO	THE	RULES.
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INSIDE	WAGERS

Inside wagers can be placed with either casino 
cheques or roulette chips. Only one player per 
color is allowed to play casino cheques on the 
inside at any given time. The list of inside wagers 
and their payouts is as follows:
Straight Up (one number) 35 to 1
Split (two numbers) 17 to 1
Street or Basket (three numbers) 11 to 1
Corner (four numbers) 8 to 1
Top Line (five numbers) 6 to 1
Double Street (six numbers) 5 to 1

THE	SPIN

The dealer spins the ball clockwise while the 
wheel moves counter clockwise. As the ball begins 
to slow down, the dealer waves an arm over the 
table, indicating no more bets. At this point, 
players are not allowed to add or remove anything 
from the table. Once the ball comes to a stop, 
the dealer marks the number with the dolly 
(point marker) and announces the number rolled, 
color and odd or even.
Once the dolly is placed on a number, players 
can not add or remove any cheques or chips 
from the table until all bets have been paid. The 
dealer will remove the dolly once payouts are 
complete and announce that bets are now open. 
A new game begins and players are allowed to 
remove their winnings and place wagers for the 
upcoming spin.

LEAVING	THE	TABLE

When leaving, indicate to your dealer that you 
are doing so. The dealer will convert your roulette 
chips into casino cheques. 
And that’s the game of roulette. For information 
on how to play other table games offered at 
Potawatomi Bingo Casino, just ask a staff member.

GOOD	LUCK!

ROULETTE	CHIPS

Roulette chips have no value in any other area 
of the Casino. They do not specifically have a 
value; it is based on the player buy-in. Also, every 
player on a table plays with a different color chip. 
This helps the dealer keep track of wagers.

HOW	TO	BET

The dealer will clearly announce that bets 
are open. Players are then free to place their 
chips anywhere on the table. It is the player’s 
responsibility to correctly place wagers, even 
when placed by the dealer as a courtesy. 

OUTSIDE	WAGERS

Outside wagers can be placed with either 
casino cheques or roulette chips. The list 
of outside wagers and their payouts include:
Column 2 to 1 
(Any of the 12 numbers in a column)
Dozen (1–12, 13–24 or 25–36) 2 to 1
Red/Black 1 to 1
Odd/Even 1 to 1
High (19–36)/Low (1–18) 1 to 1

HOW TO PLAY

YOU	ARE	WELCOME	TO	WATCH!

•	JUST	ALLOW	PLAYING	GUESTS	TO	SIT	OR	STAND		 	

	 NEAREST	TO	THE	TABLE.

•	PLEASE	DO	NOT	LEAN	AGAINST	THE	PROTECTIVE	

	 GLASS	SURROUNDING	THE	WHEEL.
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Always show your Fire Keeper’s Club® 
card when you buy-in to earn points 
that can enter you into drawings or be 
redeemed for show tickets or food.
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